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ABSTRACT

The mode of table tapping, for example, had a

striking similarity with the mode of utterance in

Japanese in terms of speed and of interstress

(-beat) intervals, which eventually concentrated

in the area.of 400—1,000 msec. in both modes. And

more interestingly, the subjects who tapped quick—

1y outstripped the slow tappers of young ages in

the ability of learning a new foreign language,

even if they are very old, i.e., 80 years old.

Other experiments revealed that, when inter-

stress intervals go out of the central rhythmic

area (400—l,000 msec.), intelligibility of the

speech abruptly falls in the case of initial stage

learners of a foreign language. These and some

other evidence seem to throw doubts on the widely-

spread ideas of gradual perception of rhythm and

of the critical period in language acquisition.

INTRODUCTION

Rhythm has been acknowledged to be one of the

important, probably universal, principles in spoken

‘language, functioning both as an organizing factor

in speech articulation [1], and a guiding principle

in the perception of speech [2]. If there should be

a possibility that rhythm mightbe innately acquired

or a universal phenomenon as some phoneticians sug4

gest [3], it would possibly play a very important

role in the process of understanding sentences and

discourses, and even in the process of language ac—

quisition, both of which require far more,compli—

cated strategies and cognitive actions than the

perception of sounds, or isolated words.

EXPERIMENT I

An English short story (106 words) was composed

by the use of the words and sentences which had al-

ready learned by the subjects —— Japanese high school

students (9th grade) who were learning English (n.

=120). The content of the story was original, how-

ever. This story was read and recorded by an English
speaker at three reading speeds: normal, fast and

slow. The normal speed material was then compressed

mechanically by Speech Compressor (HITACHI TSC-8800)

(Machine fast). These four modes of the material

had the following acoustic characteristics as a re—

Sult of measurement by Visicorder and Electro—os-

cillograph-(Yokogawa, Type 2901, amplifier 3125):
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Reading speeds: normal=124.8 words/minute

slow=74.9, fast=198.7, machine—fast=l818

Frequency of juncture pauses: norma1=17,

slow=35, fast=l4, machine-fast=16

Total amount of juncture pauses: norma1=1l.,ogg

msec., slow=32,693, fast=7,209, madune

fast=11,071

Interstress intervals (means): normal=574

msec. (S.D.=154.8), slow=568 (S.D.=1792L

fast=446 (S.D.=90.6), machine—fast=359

(S.D.=l44.6)

(The phonetic stoppages whose duration was

less than 220 msec. were not included intm

data on pauses, because this kind of discom

tinuation often occurred when plosives wen

made.)

Intelligibility of the four modes of the man-

rial was got by asking questions of the subjecm

in Japanese about the content of the story, as

follows:
normal) fast, p<0.01, (t=3.40)

normal7machine-fast, p< 0.01, (t=6.18)

slow>normal, p<0.05, (t=2.52)

slow>fast, p< 0.01, (t=5.92)

slow>machine—fast, p40.01, (t=8.70)

fast>machine-fast, p<0.05, (t=2.78)

(A>B in the table means A mode gave more in-

telligibility than B mode to the subjectswm

were homogeneous in ability of English.)

Obviously no other factors than interstressim

tervals (rhythm) can interpret the above-mentiomd

facts. The speed of utterance and the pausing WW

ditions can never explain the phenomenon of fafl)

machine—fast, but the interstress intervals can--

they are less than the central rhythmic area (400'

700 msec.) suggested by Allen (1975) [4], 1n the

machine-fast.

The author's previous paper [5] shows that paufls

halp listeners' cognitive processing if normally
Placed, but too many pauses which were placed a

the ends of every word, for example, hinders lismr

ing comprehension. The paper also shows thatlh
drawled pronunciation which is too accuratelyar

ticulated has the same negative effect. The IEfiW

f°t this Phenomenon can be explained by the fad

that, while the interstress intervals of the form“

material were 574.2 msec., the ones of the latwa

two were 1845 and 2643 respectively, both of flu
are off from the central rhythmic area. m

Several additional experiences were held ints

similar way as Experiment I, changing the condition
of interstress intervals variously and revealed

that intelligibility falls when they go out of the

area of about 400-l,000 msec. It may be said in

this connection that interstress intervals of the

first cry of a newborn baby was around 756 msec. (

means).

- EXPERIMENT II

Subjects are Japanese with age variety from 18

through 79 years old (n.=30). They were asked to
tap a table at a tempo they feel most normal, and

then to read "The North Wind and the Sun" by'Aesop
at normal speed in Japanese. The result is shown

at Table 12

ble 1

Subjects Tapping Reading speed Age

(f/m) (W/m)
1 107 211 18
2 105 208 18
3 102 198 22
4 95 192 20
5 100 185 49
6 96 182 43
7 96 180 23
8 90 .177 24

‘9 86 175 55
10 78 173 16
11 70 170 35
12 77 170 14
13 47 170 49
14 75 167 41
15 73 165 57
16 60 164 59
17 45 _ 160 , 35
18 70 155 17
19 66 148 71
20 90 145 23
21 60 143 39
22 60 143 37
23 60 140 62
24 56 140 40
25 45 136 65
26 49 135 65
27 86 . 132 23
28 65 130 55
29 48 123 74
30 43 111 78

The rank correlation between the tap frequency and

the reading speed is very high (Ess0.78, t=4.2,
p< 0.0001), and those between tapping and age,

reading speed and age are r§s0.6l, t=3.28, p< 0.02

and Iss0.57, t=3.06, p< 0.004, respectively.

Slow, rapid and normal speed tappers, 7in total,

were then chosen from the subjects, and they were

required to learn Spanish, which was never learned

by any subjects in the past. The content of learn-

ing (testing) was. 1) to repeat some Spanish words
and sentences without models after having listened
to them by a tape recorder five times. 2) to find
some grammatical rules heuristically after having

listened to some sets of words and sentences. 3)to

repeat phonemically minimum pair words afterhaving
listened to them five times. All the responseswere

tape—recorded and scored by twoteachers ofSpanish.

(coefficient of objectivityé0.82)

Table 2

Reading condition

Subjects Spanish Tapping interstress Age

test score interval S.D.

f/m msec.

l 108 110 412 15 18
5 102 104 453 15 49
8 98 96 525 21 24

19 77 66 755 21 71
28 59 65 870 30 55
29 51 48 931 31 74
30‘ 57 43 905 30 78
EX 73 75 692 .21 79

Felation aetween the Rhythmic Actions and Language
Acquisition

Table 2 shows the very high correlation between
the frequency of tapping and test scores, but bet-

ween age and test score, the correlation is not so

high. In order to confirm the relation of neuro
muscular ability for rhythmic action with compe-

tence for language acquisition, 3 male subject,EX,

who is still quick in action in spite of being 80

years old was asked to join the experiment, which

brought forth the result described in the bottom

of Table 2 -- his tapping is very smooth and his
test score is also high.

We can conclude rhythm is unexpectedly crucial
in the process of acquisition, closely connected
with human beings' motor actions.
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